“Obamacare – Dooming America from the its Beginning”
Thanks to Nancy Pelosi, Obamacare was doomed from the beginning. It was passed soley by
the left side of the isle, without being read, nor given the time needed to realize the enormous
risks they were about to create, the damage they were doing to our healthcare system, or the
disruption they were about to cause in our free market health insurance industry.
It only became law after the Supreme Court ruled it the largest tax increase in US history,
thereby turning 1/6th of our national economy over to the whims of the White House. It only
survived efforts to repeal it, because a Democrat’ controled Senate imposed the “neuclear
option” to block any oposition. They than launched a rash of wavers, delayed mandates,
extentions, and executive orders to delay any negative impact until after the 2016’ elections.
Fortunately, that didn’t work!
It’s time we wake up and fight back! We’ve been lied to, cooersed, and deceived by those in
Washington who have neither the courage nore the will-power to restore our freedom of
choice.
Are all hands on both sides of the isle clean? Absolutely not. Far too many on both side have
lacked the courage to reign in spending, cap our national debt, or make the tough calls
necessary to right our economy, ensure our independence, and reclaim our right to “homerule.” Far too many have bent to the intimidation of union bosses rather than fight for what’s in
the best interest of union memebers.
It’s time, no it’s past the time we forgo the political correctness that’s stiffeing our
independence, while convincing far too many to accept a future of appathectic mediocraty.
The “home-rule” healthcare and insurance I propose takes us back to our future, reaffirms our
commitment to the Home-rule doctrine, and pledges our allegiance to proven risk management
methods, sound underwriting guidelines, actuarially sound contracts, cost efficient and
effective group marketing, while spreading our healthcare risks and rewards through a network
of national and international reinsuring agreements.
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